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F O R E W O R D

Are you a localization leader responsible for an entire cross-
functional team? Or maybe you’ve been specifically tasked to deal
with linguistic quality challenges in your company?

Is your job focused on improving the work of human translators (e.g.
vendors or in-house linguists)? Or perhaps Neural Machine
Translation and its quality are driving your agenda (and driving you
nuts😀)?

Have you only heard rumours about data-driven translation quality
programs before? Or maybe you’re already running one for a while?

We at ContentQuo have taken the time to briefly outline several key
ideas that we’ve picked up while helping some of the largest and
smartest companies & organizations in the world automate and scale
their Linguistic Quality programs and feedback loops for HT and MT
with our software solution. Hope they’ll be useful for you!

I’m very happy to share these with you today, and do remember:
that’s just the tip of the iceberg! I’m always glad to talk about your
specific situation and offer best possible advice for your challenges.
You can schedule a call with me on our website - it’s free (and useful).

Kirill  Soloviev
CEO & Co-Founder

ContentQuo
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C H A P T E R  0 :  W H Y  B O T H E R ?
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Why is translation quality such a big deal, anyway?

SDL’s research has found that quality in translation is 6x more important than

price. We couldn’t agree more!

But why is this? In our opinion, there are 2 fundamental reasons:

1.Translation is subjective.

There are always multiple ways to transmit any message from one

language/culture to another. Different readers/users/players will have

different opinions on different translations, and will react to those differently.

2.Translation is non-transparent.

Contrary to many other business services, we are uniquely BADLY positioned

to judge the quality of [most] translations that we commission and pay for. If

you don’t know the target language, you won’t be able to easily figure out if a

translation (or a piece of feedback on a translation!) is good or bad. And even

if you do know the language, there are many more variables and subtleties at

play.

These 2 reasons often create a lot of uncertainty for localization leaders: how

on Earth can I hope to have any control over my translation quality like that?!

Selecting the best language partners and putting in place the best process &

technology is certainly required to take charge over translation quality, but

usually not sufficient. And it becomes especially & obviously insufficient when

you achieve any semblance of scale and start producing translations en

masse.



The need to know where you stand: get much-needed transparency and

visibility into the language quality across your languages, vendors,

content types, and products.

The need to manage downwards: help your vendors, in-house linguists,

and MT engines deliver better translations through regular, structured,

actionable feedback.

The need to manage upwards: persuade your management -- ideally by

showing data -- that your team is doing a great job at localization and that

money is spent wisely (on your salary, among other things!)

What is a formal Translation Quality Management program, then?

Realizing the above 2 fundamental challenges, our industry over the past

couple of decades has come up with multiple ways to measure the linguistic

quality of translated content. In other words, we figured out how to turn it

into numbers as objectively (and, sometimes, as cheaply and quickly) as

possible.

The act of systematic and deliberate collection, analysis, and acting on those

numbers with an intention to improve the resulting translations, process,

and/or performance of human linguists and MT engines is what we call a data-

driven linguistic quality program.

Why do buyer-side localization teams decide to start formal translation

quality programs?

There are several recurring reasons or needs that we’ve noticed:
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All of these needs certainly exist in all localization teams at any size, but they

become critically important at scale -- that is, when you start to have more

localization languages, projects, vendors, or MT engines than you & your team

can possibly track in your head and discuss every day.

Trust-based approaches to quality that work great at small scale

unfortunately start breaking down easily when volumes rise. This is when you

know that you MUST change your approach -- or perish.
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“In God we trust. All others must bring data.”



C H A P T E R  0 . 5 :  T H E O R Y
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A tiny bit of theory first. Quality Management in general, and Translation

Quality Management in particular, rests on 5 pillars:

1. QUALITY PLANNING

Start from defining the type of quality you need and how you'll know it's

achieved. You can't do that without knowing where you want to go!

2. QUALITY ASSURANCE

Next, inspect your process and make sure it gives you the best chance of

success. You need to do this repeatedly, as things tend to break.

3. QUALITY CONTROL

As translation is being done, inspect and assess the work in progress to

minimize the chances of going off track and delivering wrong quality.

4. QUALITY EVALUATION

Once translation is finished, evaluate the final result to determine whether it

meets the expectations defined during planning.

5. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

After results are evaluated, analyze the data to understand what happened,

deliver useful feedback to people (and AI) involved, make adjustments to

processes, and train team members to avoid mistakes.

In this eBook, we’ll mostly focus on #4, Quality Evaluation, and will briefly

touch upon other areas where we can’t help it. In other words, there is much

more to Linguistic Quality that we cannot cover here! Talk to us if you want to

dig into other areas.

https://contentquo.com/


1. GOALS

What are you ultimately trying to achieve with your quality program?

Is it mostly about transparency because you don’t know anything at all? Or

you do know from anecdotal evidence that quality might be bad and you have

to improve?

Are you already spending too much on improving the quality, and want to

balance the costs of it with the outcomes? Or are you not happy with your

vendors and need some data to get them to change?

Think about it, talk to your team, write it all down, and revise it again and

again. Then align everything you decide and do against these goals. Don’t let

the journey overshadow the destination!

C H A P T E R  1 :  S H A P E
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Once you’ve decided to embark on a journey of spinning up your own

Linguistic Quality program, immediately several key questions arise that you

must answer before going forward.



2. METHODOLOGY

There are several proven (and even partially standardized) ways to measure

the quality of human and machine translations. If you’re just starting out, we

advise to stick to 1 only; you can always explore other methodologies later.

Expert teams will mix and match multiple ones (especially for MT, which

usually needs multiple approaches).

Error Annotation (AKA “analytical evaluation”)

Pinpoint an individual word or phrase, categorize the mistake, suggest

a better translation.

This is the working horse of many a data-driven linguistic quality

programs. It works great when your translations are generally of

professional quality and when you want detailed feedback to improve

your translations.

Upsides:

reasonably objective, gives most accurate metrics

produces actionable feedback for your vendors and/or MT

engines

well-documented with standardized methodologies like DQF-

MQM (MQM1.0) and upcoming MQM2.0 (and many older

methods like LISA QA Model and J2450)

Downsides:

higher running costs (which can be partially offset with

automation)

need for well-trained evaluators (which most LSPs can provide

easily)

relatively slow (which can again be offset with automation)
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Segment Rating (AKA “Adequacy-Fluency”)

Rate your translations segment-by-segment on a couple of attributes

(e.g. does a translation preserve enough meaning? does it flow

naturally? etc.) on a scale like 1-4 or 1-5. 

Great for evaluating Raw MT, or volunteer/crowdsourced

translations, or any other scenario where baseline levels of

translation quality might be below what you’d normally expect from a

professional human linguist.

Upsides:

much faster than error annotation

almost no special training needed

can use monolingual evaluators sometimes

still has reasonable predictive power.

Downsides:

much lower objectivity (which can be offset with multiple

evaluators, but at higher cost)

low granularity (you may know the overall result but it’s hard to

find the reasons for it)

In real-life settings, Segment Rating evaluations are frequently

followed by Error Annotations. Especially in case initial results are

concerning and more/better data is needed.
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Whole document evaluation (AKA “holistic evaluation”)

Rating entire translated documents or jobs using a scale like 1-4 or 1-

5 on one or several quality attributes.

While this method is useful in certain large-scale scenarios for quality

management purposes (e.g. LSP’s PMs rating each job when it comes

from LSP’s linguists), the low granularity and high subjectivity of this

approach usually do not align well with typical goals of Linguistic

Quality programs on the buyer side. We’ve rarely (if ever) seen it

actually being used in real-life settings.

This approach can still be useful for process quality improvement,

though (e.g. for tracking timely deliveries or communication), and has

potential for crowdsourced evaluation scenarios.

Note: We are deliberately leaving automated quality metrics out of this eBook.

Automated metrics are a key part of most MT quality programs but can be hard to

apply for HT. Talk to us for more advanced ideas and related considerations!
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What aspects of quality (i.e. categories) are important and which can be

ignored? E.g. is Terminology more important than Style? Shall we count

Design or i18n issues? How do you name each category, and how will you

describe them?

How much detail on error categories do you need and can afford to

gather? Shall you go ahead with a shallow category tree (e.g. 5-10

categories) or a deep one (e.g. 15-30 categories)? Why?

How will you rank severity levels of translation quality issues? Will you

have a place for preferential errors, or only major and minor ones? 

How will you handle critical errors?How will you score your translations

(usually 0% to 100%, but there are other options too)? What formula will

you use to actually calculate the final number? What weights will you

assign to each category and severity? Will you vary weight for individual

category x severity combinations, e.g. will a Minor Style error have a

different weight to Minor Terminology error?

What quality grades will you divide your scoring scale into? Is it just 2

grades (e.g. PASS or FAIL), or do you want to have more granularity (e.g. a

5-grade scale between Excellent and Poor)? 

How will you name and describe the grades?How will you calibrate

subjective perception of your evaluators/reviewers with what your

quality scores and grades tell you about quality?

Designing your own Error Typology

Most localization teams build their language quality programs with Error

Typology methodologies. There are many considerations to take into account

when designing your own error typology. These all will have a direct impact

on linguist training, data quantity and quality, and ultimately on budget,

velocity, and the benefits you can get. Here are some example questions to

decide on:

Talk to us for more ideas, information, and best practices on how to design

great Error Typologies. We’ve seen a lot of things that work (and don’t work)

and can also connect you with experts that can do this work for you if needed.

Your LSP can also be a great help in this, provided they have enough

experience with linguistic quality programs themselves (see Resourcing

section below for more ideas on this).
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3. POINT OF MEASUREMENT

Can you evaluate linguistic quality of a translation before said translation is

created? Obviously not.

This means measurements can only be taken after the initial translation from

human linguists (or MT) has been produced. But after this point, you actually

have several options!

Are you interested only in the “final” quality that is published to your end

users or seen by your players in your localized games? In effect, the level of

quality produced after all the production processes like revision, testing, and

in-country review have been completed?

Or do you want to actually assess the original, “raw” quality coming from an

individual translator in your supply chain (especially relevant for in-house

teams and peer feedback) or from your MT engine?

Those two approaches tend to produce two very different values for your

quality metrics, reveal different insights, and are useful for different

purposes. We call them “translatION quality” and “translatOR quality”,

respectively. Note these are simply two ends of the spectrum, but you can

also measure at interim production steps, too!

Mature teams often use both of these approaches together and balance their

efforts smartly between the two. Beginning teams are usually better off

picking just one, though (depending on their goals!)
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4. PROCESS

There are two major ways to pair Linguistic Quality Evaluation with your

localization process:

1. In-line with production: quality evaluation blocks the release of final

translated content

2. In parallel with production: quality evaluation is done separately

(usually after the fact) and does NOT block the release of final translated

content

Each has its pros and cons. For example, for an in-line process, you actually

have a chance to improve the quality of the final deliverable before publishing.

This can actually be a good idea for super-high-visibility/high-risk/high-

impact content.

However, in many cases (especially in continuous localization) it’s not feasible

to do Quality Evaluation before translations are final. Nor is it desirable:

measuring the quality of your translations (or translators, human or machine)

content is fundamentally a different task from producing those translations!

If you badly need to keep your business-critical translations in check, consider

adding a simpler Review process instead (which focuses on improving the

translations without gathering quality metrics). You can always follow up with

a proper evaluation later (and it can be done by different people, too!)

Most localization teams we have seen run most (if not all) of their quality

evaluations after production, which gives them a good balance of flexibility

and control. For example, you can batch multiple translation projects or jobs

or vendors together for easier handling during evaluation, or sample from a

wider variety of jobs, etc.
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Evaluation (initial quality assessment and error annotation).

Rebuttal (getting feedback on the initial assessment from the original

translation team).

Arbitration (final decision making on any disputes).

99% of localization teams will want to have at least 3 steps:

These core steps might also have to be accompanied by other, advanced steps

like Validation (double-checking the input from the original evaluator for

correctness before it’s passed on to the translation team), Implementation

(updating bilingual assets that were beyond the scope of the actual

evaluation), and potentially more. Talk to us to learn more about advanced

Linguistic Quality workflows.
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Cadence: How frequently will you evaluate your translations?

Scope: Which translations will you evaluate or skip?

Sample: For each individual evaluation, how many words will you look at in

order to get meaningful and representative data (yet not overspend or

overwork)?

5. CADENCE, SCOPE, SAMPLE 

How many translators do you need to screw in a lightbulb?

In other words, how many data points do you need to collect on the quality of

your translations in order to get reliable statistics, meaningful trends, and

useful insights?

Three key questions drive this:

1.

2.

3.

Here’s a simple formula: CADENCEx SCOPEx SAMPLE= VOLUME (e.g.

counted in words). A key determinant for resourcing and budgeting of your

program. So how do we find out each variable?

There is no “right” answer as to how to define each variable, as each quality

program is highly individual. However, we’ll give some basic rules of thumb to

get you started.

Think about the overall structure of your localization program. How many

language pairs do you have? Now, how many clearly distinct  products, or

content types, or business units do you have? Also, how many different

vendors (human or machine) do you work with? Combinations of these 3

parameters (e.g. language x content types x vendor) often tend to be

independent in terms of quality. Let’s call them components. 
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Anything less than 5 measurements in any important component per

meaningful period of time is likely to lead you to pseudo-statistics.

For example, you’re after quality trends in a high-volume localization

program, and you’re thinking to measure quality quarterly.

This way, you will only get 4 (yes, four) data points per year to base

your insights on for each component of your program.

Doesn’t sound convincing for a process that’s ultimately based on

subjective human judgement, now does it?..

Assuming your translation volumes are significant, we recommend

collecting at least 4-6 data points monthly per each important component

(and often much more for high volumes).

If you’re only after language-level quality or only content-type-level

quality, you might be able to reduce these numbers

If you’re thinking “But we only ever do 4-6 translation jobs per

month!”, chances are it might be a bit too early to start a formal

quality program or expect much from it.

Your first job: Figure out which of those components are more important for

your business, and which are less important. Where will you want to have

absolute best quality, and where the risk (or the impact) of poor quality is so

low that you don’t even need to bother and can just run on good process and

trust? Mapping all this out and aligning priorities with your team and

stakeholders is key to defining your quality strategy.

Now think about the goals for your quality program. Do your main goals

revolve around vendor management and helping them do a better job? Do you

need full transparency and visibility into each corner of your localization

program? Do you need to report to your management team on your

localization metrics?

Not satisfied with the questions and still puzzled? While it’s hard to give

generic advice, we feel that something is often better than nothing. So:
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If you need rapid improvement of quality, you need much more

evaluations (= feedback to your vendors) than when you’re in sustaining

mode.

First, find out quickly where you stand across your whole localization

program (broad coverage).

Then, invest into areas where you want to improve (deep or T-shaped

coverage). Remember: What gets measured, gets managed (and

improved!)

At scale, evaluating anywhere from 5% to 20% of your overall localization

volumes (by target word counts) on average across components seems

fairly typical.

Of course, effective sampling rate will vary strongly across each

component. You may decide to sample some components at 0%

(skipping them entirely), and others at 100% (full evaluation and

feedback).

When sampling, consider the average word count of content chunks that

will ultimately get published to your readers, end users, or players.How

many words in your typical document? 

How many in a marketing email? How many on a software UI screen?

Your sampling % should be conscious of that average word count

(which might not necessarily correspond to the average word count of

your translation jobs, mind you!)

Typical sampling sizes we’ve seen range from 500 to 3000 words per

evaluation. Anything less is often insufficiently coherent to make

accurate judgements about quality, and anything more is often too

wasteful and prohibitive in terms of budget.
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for Error Typology (e.g. TAUS DQF), most teams would stick to 1 trained

evaluator.

In high-sensitivity scenarios (e.g. when payment or awarded contract

are at stake), some teams would use 1.5 evaluators, e.g. with a Senior

Linguist validating the initial evaluation results before they can be

considered final.

for Rating Scales (e.g. Adequacy-Fluency), 3 evaluators will significantly

improve the objectivity of the metrics you gather.

However, in real life it’s not uncommon to only use 1 evaluator even in

this case. It’s still much better than no judgement and no metrics (and

usually better than whole document evaluations, too!)

6. RESOURCING

Let’s assume you have locked down your first ideas on component priorities

and defined cadence, scope, and sampling. Now you actually have to find

linguists that will assess your translations, gather quality metrics, and provide

feedback for your primary translation team.

How do localization teams go about this?

First, how many pairs of eyes do you need to have on each evaluation task?

This varies based on the methodology:
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In-house

Part-time in-country experts

While this is a decent choice for review (improving and polishing

existing translations) in certain contexts, do NOT EVER count on

in-country marketing folks or sales engineers to collect

translation quality metrics for you!

This means you WILL have to add professional linguists that will

annotate the changes done by your ICR -- so you still need to get

those linguists somewhere. Keep reading.

Linguists (current or former)

Actual localization professionals will invariably beat non-

localizers when it comes to collecting translation quality metrics.

For example, your team members might have done this job already

in the past, or might be eager to step up from day-to-day

translation responsibilities and focus more on feedback and

improvement of translations done by others.

If your main translation flow is also done in-house, this becomes

the perfect opportunity for peer review

Freelancers

This is a decent choice for small-scope quality programs, e.g. where

you don’t have many languages to cover and/or already have long-

standing relationships with a group of linguists that know your

content well (maybe from the early days of your localization program

before you started to scale)

Warning: All the usual overheads of managing, training, paying

individual freelancers (and their backups) apply, so using this

resourcing option at scale is usually less efficient.

Small & medium LSP

While your current main translation LSP might be more than happy to

also offer you Quality Evaluation as a Service, smaller organizations

usually don’t have the backbone to deliver this kind of service fully

independently from their main production process. This raises (valid)

objectivity concerns for most teams.

Second, what are the typical supply chain options that a localization team has

access to?
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Major LSP (MLV)

All top-tier LSPs have been building Linguistic Quality Management

programs for a very long time and have highly sophisticated service

offerings and expert teams that will help you design your program

from scratch and execute it independently from their production

projects for you. Of course, the question is: can you afford their

services?

Even if you can, do note: Quite a few localization teams feel that

awarding both Translation and Review/Quality Evaluation to the

same major LSP doesn’t give them enough leverage to drive quality

improvements.

While any concerns about bias of MLV’s internal review programs are

usually NOT grounded in reality (in larger LSPs, these teams are

usually cleanly separated from main translation production teams),

you might still decide to rather have a separate relationship. That’s

cool with us.

Specialized review LSPs

There are a number of highly dedicated, specialized language service

agencies that derive a significant chunk of their revenue from

reviewing translations done by other LSPs, evaluating their quality,

and delivering useful improvements, feedback and much-needed

metrics. 

Talk to us if you need recommendations.

While it’s not uncommon for a translation quality program to use a hybrid

supply chain (e.g. cover some languages in house, some by freelancers, and

some by LSPs), we usually advise against this -- unless you are also investing

into some kind of tools at the same time. Otherwise, manual overhead from

handling all those diverse linguists might become too much too soon, and your

program won’t be able to take off (or will fly very, VERY low & slow).
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Spreadsheets (Microsoft Excel or Google Spreadsheets)

While spreadsheets are a great tool at a very early stage e.g. to design

and test your quality methodology (e.g. finalize categories & scoring

for error typology, or grade the adequacy-fluency scales), running on

spreadsheets in production is VERY inefficient and VERY error-prone

It’s not uncommon for localization teams to waste 3+ hours in manual

overhead per each single quality evaluation, simply due to having to

fill in the spreadsheets, email / share them around, copy & paste data

to other places, and correct any mistakes introduced.

Linguists doing the actual evaluations will also often waste 1+ hours

extra per evaluation task on filling in spreadsheets and the related

back & forth. If you’re relying on an external supply chain, YOUR

budget will have to pay for this, too!

Menial work like filling up Excel tables has a strong demotivating

effect on people, even if you pay them for this work. And let’s face: it’s

never a great idea to have smart, skilled people doing boring work for

a long time. Replacing them can be very expensive for your (and/or

your vendor’s) organization.

Due to all of the above, most localization teams will seek to change

from spreadsheets into something better as soon as possible,

definitely before moving their quality program to production and

starting to scale operations.

7. TOOLS

At the Shaping stage, teams often begin without any clear technology

strategy and/or possible options in mind. However, it’s imperative that you

make a tool decision early on -- or otherwise scaling will quickly become cost-

prohibitive and can grind your nascent program to a halt!

This is why smart localization teams scout the market for technology already

during very early days of their quality programs.

Thankfully, there are not too many options to choose from (contrary to the

TMS or CAT market):
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Built-in features of your TMS

Quite a few Translation Management Systems (and CAT tools) these

days have at least some features that relate to linguistic quality and

quality program management.

For example, basic error annotation features are widespread, and a

few TMS even have simple quality scoring features. If that’s your case,

we definitely suggest you investigate this option.

However, let us set your expectations straight: most teams tasked

with anything except the very simplest and smallest quality program

often get frustrated with their TMS very quickly. They find out that:

It was not built with real-life Linguistic Quality workflows in mind

(e.g. no Rebuttal and no Arbitration)

It cannot support their methodology (e.g. you can only use a

preset like TAUS DQF, or you cannot use Adequacy-Fluency) or

cannot customize it enough.

The user experience is cumbersome, leading to human error,

higher effort per task, and frustrated linguists.

It’s not possible to analyze the data in any useful way, and you

need to use heavyweight external Business Intelligence tools and

do MORE manual work in order to actually get insights.

Running quality inspections in parallel to production is often

impossible, as you’re limited to in-line process (which can be

detrimental to on-time deliveries).
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Dedicated TQM tools

There is a small number of technology solutions on the market that

have been designed from the ground up to meet specific needs of

running language quality management programs, with attention to

tiniest detail and very high levels of flexibility.

Dedicated tools can support different methodologies and are suitable

for both Human Translation and Machine Translation evaluation.

NMT is vastly complex and hard to get under control, so this choice

allows you to future-proof your Quality program -- even if you’re not

using NMT now or if your vendors take care of it for you today.

Investing into a dedicated tool unties you from your TMS, so if you

ever decide to migrate to another TMS solution, you will not need to

scrap and rebuild your quality program!

Look for solutions that offer a lot of value:

easy to deploy and to learn

great User Experience for linguists and project managers alike

integrations with multiple TMS brands

flexible multi-step workflows

multiple customizable methodologies

sophisticated built-in analytics

own API for wide automation possibilities

experienced teams that can help you with achieving success with

your linguistic quality program.
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8. BUDGETING

Once you’ve completed all previous exercises, budgeting becomes rather

straightforward:

PROGRAM BUDGET = SCOPE x CADENCE x RESOURCING x (OVERHEAD - TOOLS) 

The total Cost of Ownership for your Linguistic Quality program will depend on

how much translation evaluation you’re doing, how often you do it, what

resources you will need to assess the quality of translations / deliver feedback /

analyze data (in-house, freelance, or LSP), as well as how much overhead you

will have inherent in your process.

Here’s a counter-intuitive point: Great tools for Translation Quality

Management can actually decrease your overall budget! How come? Because

they significantly cut the overheads, making every single step more efficient,

the resulting. 

The best tools also have significant non-monetary value, such as increasing the

motivation of your teams and significantly speeding up the process of getting

insights into the quality of your translations (and deciding how to act on them).

And this is why we do this, don’t we?
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WHAT'S NEXT?

Thank you for reading this far! We’d like to continue writing this eBook as time

permits. 

However it only makes sense for us to do so if you found it valuable and are

really interested to continue reading! 

To let us know you do want more, start here:

https://contentquo.com/resources/ebook_buyer_tqm  

Once the next chapter is ready, we will notify you by email. Until then, feel free

to schedule a call with us for a friendly chat on TQM.
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